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ABSTRACT 
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a commutative field of character- 
istic distinct from 2. Let V carry a symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form. Results: 
(A) Let s = pa, where 8, p, u c O(V) and p, u are involutions. There exists an 
orthogonal decomposition of V into orthogonally indecomposable Ir-modules which 
are simultaneously invariant under p and (I. (B) Let 7~ E O(V). One can find 
involutions p. u E O(V) such that n = pu and B(s) = B(p) + B( (I) holds if and only 
if an orthogonal decomposition of V into orthogonally indecomposable Ir-modules 
does not contain a term whose minimum polynomial is (r - 1)” where a is even. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this article V denotes a finite-dimensional vector space over a com- 
mutative field of characteristic # 2, carrying a symmetric bilinear form f. 
We consider an isometry r. Then B(n) := V( r - 1) is called the path of 7r, 
and F(a) := kemel(m - 1) the fix of 7r. In [5] the authors claim that 
whenever V is regular one can find involutions p, u E O(V) whose paths are 
contained in the path of r such that r = pa holds. This statement is 
obviously not generally true, since the path of r can be totally isotropic, but 
the path of an involutory isometry of a regular vector space is regular. In the 
last section of our article we give a necessary and sufficient condition for V, T 
satisfying the above statement. The following result is interesting on its own. 
Let 7~ = pa, where p and u are involutory isometries of a regular vector space 
V. Then one can construct an orthogonal decomposition of V into orthogo- 
nally indecomposable rr-modules which are invariant under p and cr. 
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REMARK. If V is regular, then every Q E O(V) is a product of two 
involutions of O(V) (here we call u an involution if a2 = 1); see [3]. 
Using the stronger abovementioned erroneous statement, one concludes 
easily that every element of the weak orthogonal group 0*( V ) := { 7~ E 
O(V):radV c F(r)} is a product of two involutions in O*(V) (where V is 
not necessarily regular); see [5]. However, this conclusion is only valid if 
dim(radV) < 1 or if indV< 1; see [8]. 
1. FIRST LEMMA 
LEMMA. Let V be an orthogonal vector space and 7~ E O(V) an isometry 
whose minimum polynomial is p(x)‘, where p(x) is irreducible. Let u, w E V. 
Zf the subspaces (u),, and (w),, are nonregular and if f( up( r)‘- ‘, w) # 0 
(hence f(u,wp(a)“-‘)#O), then (u),f~(w),=O and (u)~@(w)~ is a 
regular subspace. 
Proof. Let U := ( u)~ and W := (w),,. The order of u and of w is p(x)“. 
Hence UP(T)‘-’ is the only minimal r-submodule of U. We claim: 
(1) U I-I W = 0. Proof: The assumption U n W # 0 implies Wp( rr )‘- ’ c 
U n W c U; hence Ups-’ c Wp(rr)‘-‘. But Waft’ c radW, since W 
is nonregular. Thus we have gained the contradiction f(up(rr)‘-‘, w) = 0. 
(2) U@ W is regular. Proof: Every minimal r-submodule M of U@W 
satisfies M c kemel( p( n)] oew) = Up(rr)“-’ + Wp(~)‘-l [else Mp(r) is a 
proper submodule of M]. Therefore, the assumption R := rad(U@ W) # 0 
yields elements q E UP(T)‘-’ and t E Wan-’ c rad W c W ’ such that 
O#q+tERcWl. We may assume q#O. Then Ofq=(q+t)-tE 
W 1 n Use-‘. Hence W’ n UP(T)‘-’ contains the only minimal r-sub- 
module Up( rn)$- ’ of, U. This implies the contradiction UP(T)“- ’ c W I. w 
2. SECOND LEMMA 
LEMMA. Let V be an orthogonal vector space. Let rr E O(V) be an 
isometry whose minimum polynomial is p(x)“p*(x)“, where p(x) is irreduci- 
ble and prime to p*(x) (p*(x) denotes the reciprocal to the polynomial p(x); 
cf. [6, 71). Let U := kemel(p(r)“) and W := kemel(p*(r)‘). Then: 
(a) U and W are totally isotropic and V = U@ W. 
(b) Zf u E U, w E W, and f(up(a)“-‘, w) # 0 (hence f(u, wp*(~)“-‘) f 
0), then (u + w>~ is a regular subspace. Furthermore, (u + w)~ does not 
admit a proper orthogonal decomposition into rr-modules. 
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Proof. (a): V = U@W, since p(x)” and p*(x)” are relatively prime. Let 
0, w E W. The mapping p(m)“lw is a bijection; hence w = zp(m)” for some 
z E W. We obtain f(u, w) = f(v, zp(r)‘) = f(vp(r-‘)“, z) = p(O). 
f(vp*(a)“, zr”‘) = 0, where m = degree p(x), and p(0) # 0, since r E 
GL(V). 
(b): Let T := (u + w)~. The assumption radT # 0 will lead to a con- 
tradiction. The minimum polynomial of T is p(x)“p*(x)“. Every minimal 
r-submodule M of T satisfies M c kernel(p(r)p*(P)],) c (u),p(m)“-’ + 
(w),P*(~)~-~ [else M ( ) ( ) p +rr p* 7~ is a proper r-submodule of M]. Thus we 
can choose r E radT \O, 9 E (u),,~(n)‘~~, and t E (~),p*(~)‘~~ such 
that r = 9 + t. Then 9 # 0 or t # 0. We pursue the case 9 # 0. Then 
0 + 9 = r - t E (w),’ n (~),,p(m)~-’ [observe that (w)~ is totally isotropic; 
cf. (a)]. Therefore the intersection contains the minimal r-submodule 
(z&p(n)‘- r of ( u)~. Th is implies the contradiction (u),p(r)“-’ c (w),‘. 
Finally, we want to prove the second assertion of (b). One has T = (u)=@ 
(w),,. The modules ( ZL), and (w),, do not admit a proper decomposition 
into r-submodules (since they are cyclic and their minimum polynomial is the 
power of an irreducible polynomial). Hence, by the Krull-Remak-Schmidt 
theorem, every decomposition of T into r-indecomposable modules consists 
of two terms. Necessarily one of these terms if ( u)~ = kernel( p( n)‘) and the 
other term is (w),,. But (u)= is not orthogonal to ( w)~. Thus T does not 
admit a proper orthogonal decomposition into r-modules. n 
3. THIRD LEMMA 
LEMMA. Let V be an orthogonal regular vector space, and let 7~, p, a E 
O(V) such that 7~ = pa and p, CJ are involutions. Let p(x)“p*(x)” be the 
minimum polynomial of r, where p(x) is irreducible and prime to p*(x). 
Then there is some v E V \O such that 
(i) (2))r is regular, 
(ii) (u),, is invariant under VT, p, and u, and 
oes not admit a proper orthogonal decomposition into r-mod- ule@O (o>n d 
Proof. The requirements of Section 2 are satisfied. Let U := 
kemel( p( ‘rr )“) and W := kemel( p*( m)S). The previous lemma yields 
(1) V = U@ W; U and W are totally isotropic. 
(2) U, = W and W, = U. Namely, Up = kernel((p(r)“)P) = 
kemel(p(nP)“) = kemel(p(m-‘)‘) = kemel(p*(m)s) = W. 
(3) f(up(r)“+‘, up) # 0 for some u E U. Proof: Suppose the contrary. 
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Then every pair U, z E U satisfies 0 = f((u + z)p(~)~-‘, (U + z)p) = 
f(Up(s)s-’ + z&a)“-1, up + zp) = f(up(rr)S-1, zp) + f(zp(a)“~‘, up). 
Hence f(up(?~)‘-‘, zp) = - f(np(a)“-‘, up) = - f(z, ~pp(s-‘)~-‘) = - 
f(zp, u(p(~-‘)“-l)p) = - f(zp, up(n)“-‘) = - f(~p(7r)~-‘zp). Thus we 
obtain f(up(s)‘-‘, zp) = 0. Together with (2) and (l), this implies 0 # 
Q.~(rn)~-’ G W 1 n U G radV, a contradiction. Now (3) is proved. 
Finally, let w := up and u := u + w. Clearly, (o),, is invariant under 7, 
p, and u. Statement (b) of the previous lemma yields (i) and (iii). n 
4. FIRST PROPOSITION 
In the following let V be regular and s E O(V). An orthogonal decom- 
position of V into rr-submodules will be called complete if the submodules do 
not admit a proper orthogonal decomposition into r-modules. 
PROPOSITION. Let V be a regular vector space and T, p, o E O(V) such 
that 7~ = pa and p, o are involutions. There is a complete orthogonal decom- 
position of V into n-submodules which are invariant under p 
and u. 
Proof. By induction over dimV. 
Let m(x) be the minimum polynomial of the n-module V. Let m(x) = 
rl( x)” . . . rk(x)Q be the decomposition of m(r) into self-reciprocal factors; 
cf. [6, 7, lo]. Let Vi := kemel( ri( T)~I). We claim that V = Vi@ . . . @Vk is an 
orthogonal decomposition into r-modules Vi which are invariant under p 
and u. 
Proof. A self-reciprocal polynomial r(x)’ satisfies [kemel( r( r )‘)I p = 
kernel(r(mP)s) = kemel(r(?r-I)“) = k ernel( r*( m)‘) = kemel( r( a)‘). The 
statement V = @ y is proved e.g. in [lo]. 
By the previous result it suffices to deal with the situation m(x) = r(x)‘, 
where r(x) is a self-reciprocal polynomial which is not a proper product of 
self-reciprocal polynomials. Then two cases can occur: r(x) = p(x), where 
p(x) is an irreducible and self-reciprocal polynomial, or r(x) = p(x)* p*(x), 
where p(x) is irreducible and prime to p*(x). Hence we assume that the 
vector space V satisfies (A) or (B): 
(A) The minimum polynomial of V is p(x)” where p(x) is irreducible 
and self-reciprocal. 
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(B) The minimum polynomial of V is p(r)“p*(x)” where p(x) is irre- 
ducible and prime to p*(x). 
Furthermore we can assume 
( *) If M is a regular subspace of V which is invariant under r and p, 
then M=Oor M=V. 
Namely, if M is a regular nontrivial subspace of V such that MT = M and 
M, = M, then we have a decomposition V = M @I M ' and apply the induc- 
tion hypothesis to M and M ', thus obtaining the desired decomposition 
of v. 
Let us first assume that (A) holds. Because V = F(p) @B(p), we can pick 
u E F(~)u B(p) such that u~(~)~-‘z 0. Then (up(r)‘-‘)’ #V= F(p)@ 
B(p), since V is regular. Thus f( w, up(~)‘- ‘) f 0 for some w E F(p) U B(p). 
Both U := (u),, and W := ( w)~ are invariant under 7~ and p. Furthermore, 
these two subspaces do not admit a proper decomposition into r-modules 
(since they are cyclic and their minimum polynomial is the power of an 
irreducible polynomial). If U = V or if W = V, then V is indecomposable as a 
p-module and all the more does not admit a proper orthogonal decomposition 
into rr modules. Hence we assume V # U, W. Now U and W are nonregular 
subspaces, by ( *). From Section 1 we obtain the regular subspace U@W. 
Then ( *) yields V = U@W. We claim that V does not admit a proper 
orthogonal decomposition into +modules. Assume the contrary. Then V= 
(9),@(r), and (9), 1 (r>, f or some 9, r E V \O, since V = U@ W is a 
decomposition into r-modules which does not admit a refinement (apply the 
Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem). Let q=a+b, where a E F(p) and b E B(p). 
Since (a), is invariant under rr and p, we infer that f(amk, a~(~)‘-‘) = 0 
for k = O,l,...; see (*). Similarly, f( bak, bp(~)~-') = 0. This yields 
f(97+, 9p(4-‘) = f(b&qr(n)s-’ )+ f(umk, bp(7r)‘-‘). The first term is 
f(bp~-k,(up)p(~~')S-l)= f(- b,udp(a-')"-')= - f(bp(~)~-',mJ). 
Hence f(97rk, 9p(a)s-‘) = 0. We have proved 0 # 9p(7r)‘-l E rad(q), c 
radV. But V was assumed to be regular. 
Finally we treat case (B). From Section 3 we obtain o E \ 0 such that 
( o)~ is regular and invariant under r and p, and such that (D),, is 
orthognally n-indecomposable. ( * ) implies (o),, = V, and the proof is finished. 
n 
5. RESULTS AND NOTATION 
Next we collect some results on orthogonal decompositions into r-mod- 
ules and introduce some notation. These results were partly discovered and 
rediscovered e.g. in [3, 6, 7, 10, 111. We use the comprehensive presentation 
t6, 71. 
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RESULT. Let V be a regular vector space and r E O(V). Every com- 
plete orthogonal decomposition of V into Ir-modules is of the form 
V=A,$ ... $A,@B,$ .a. @B,@C,@ ... @C,, 
where the A i, Bi, Ci are regular orthogonally indecomposable r-modules of 
type (l), (2), (3) respectively: 
(1) A i = A:@A’,‘; A: and A:’ do not admit a proper decomposition into 
+modules and possess the same minimum polynomial a i ( x)~I, where a i(x) = 
x-l [type (l_)] or a,(~)=~+1 [type (l+)], and ai, iseven. 
(2) Bi does not admit a proper decomposition into r-modules. The 
minimum polynomial of Bi is bi( x) 81, where bi (x) is irreducible and self- 
reciprocal. If hi(x) = r + 1 or hi(x) = x - 1, then B, is odd. 
(3) ci = ci’@c;‘; neither Ci’ nor Ci” admits proper decomposition into 
r-modules; the minimum polynomial of Gil (of C,‘:, is Cam* (is c~*(x)~~), 
where ci( x) is irreducible and prime to ci*( x). In particular the minimum 
polynomials of Ci, and of Ci” are not self-reciprocal. 
6. SECOND PROPOSITION 
PROPOSITION. Let (@Ai)cB(@Bi)~(~Ci)=V=(@~i)@(@Bi)@ 
@ ( @ ci) be two complete orthogonal decompositions of V into r-modules, 
where the notation is taken j%n Section 5. Then the number of Ai’s equals 
the number of xi’s, and the same statement holds for the Bi’s and C,‘s. There 
is an iomorphism cpof V (not necessarily isometric) such that A,cp = Ai, 
B,cp = Bi, and C,cp = Ci for all i. 
Proof. A’@A;‘@ . . . @B,@ . . . @CA@Cc is a decomposition of V into 
r-modules which do not admit a further proper decomposition into ?r-mod- 
ules. The same statement holds for the decomposition .??i@ . . . @c&‘. From 
the Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem one obtains an isomorphism QJ of V such 
that each component of the first decomposition is mapped onto a component 
of the bar decomposition. A priori we have to face the possibility that e.g. 
A;cp = B1, or_B,cp = Ci’. But inspection of the types (l), (2) and (3) shows 
that A’, and B, as well as B, and Ci’ possess distinct minimum polynomials. 
Therefore, after choosing appropriate indices and eventually interchanging ’ 
and “, we can assume A\cp = A:, B,cp = Bi, and Ci,q = c for every i. 
Furthermore, A;‘cp = z,! for some j. Then zi and A’; are cyclic modules 
and have the same minimum polynomial (which is also the minimum 
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polynomial of A;cp = A;). Hence there is an isomorphism of V interchanging 
A;’ and A’; and leaving the other components of the bar decomposition 
invariant. Applying the same argument repeatedly, we can get A’,‘g, = zi 
and C,“q = ci’ for every i. Now our q fulfills the assertion. n 
7. A THEOREM 
Due to the previous proposition, statement (i) of the following theorem 
makes sense; the statement does not depend on the particular decomposition 
of v. 
THEOREM. Let V be a regular vector space and 7 E O(V). Then (i) and 
(ii) are equivalent: 
(i) A complete orthogonal decomposition of V into m-modules does not 
contain a module of type (1~ ). 
(ii) There are involutions p, u E O(V) such that n = pa and B(p)+ B(a) 
= B(T). (Only the inclusion c is nontrivial). 
REMARK. Note that (i) is invalid whenever the minimum polynomial of rr 
contains an invariant factor (X - 1)” with s even. Of course, a submodule of 
type (1~ ) may also occur when (x - 1)” with an odd s is an invariant factor 
of the minimum polynomial of V. 
Proof of the theorem. (i) * (ii): S e ec a complete orthogonal decomposi- 1 t 
tion of V into n-modules. Each component of this decomposition is of type 
(1 + ) or (2) or (3). We use the following observations: 
(I) The modules of type (2) or (3) are cyclic modules [note that in (3) 
the minimal polynomial of C,l is prime to the minimal polynomial of C,“]. 
(II) In [lo] the following proposition is proved: An isometry r of a 
n-cyclic module is a product of two involutory isometries whose paths are 
contained in the path of r. 
(III) The path of 7~ on a module of type (1 + ) is the whole module (since 
the fix is 0). 
From (I) and (II) it follows that the restriction of r to a module of type 
(2) or (3) is the product of two involutory isometries whose paths are 
contained in the path of 7. The restriction of r to a module of type (1 + ) is a 
product of two involutory isometries (cf. [3]), and the path condition holds 
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trivially; cf. (III). Combining the involutions associated to the distinct sub- 
modules of the decomposition, one obtains p and u satisfying (ii). 
(ii) * (i). Let p and u fulfill (ii). The proposition of Section 4 supplies a 
complete orthogonal decomposition of V into r-modules V = Vi@ . . * @V, 
such that V,p = Vi and Via = Vi for each i. Let us assume that Vi is of type 
(1~ ). Then Vi = A’ $A”, where A’ and A” are cyclic subspaces with the 
same minimum polynomial (x - 1)“. Let n,, pi, ei denote the restrictions of 
rr, p, u to Vi. Then @pi)+ B(u,) G (B(p)+ B(u))n Vi = By Vi = B(rri). 
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